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Abstract

In this paper we describe the use of our planning
and scheduling framework, HSTS, to support sci-
ence mission planning. This work is part of an
overall project to enable a small team of scien-
tists to control the operations of a spacecraft. The
present process is essentially carried out by hu-
man operators. Users (scientists and operators)
rely on a non-codified understanding of the differ-
ent spacecraft subsystems and of their operating
constraints. They use a variety of software tools to
support their decision making process. A success-
ful use of AI planning and scheduling technology
must consider the types of decision making that
need to be supported/automated, the nature of the
domain constraints and the capabilities needed to
address them successfully, and the nature of ex-
ternal software systems with which the core plan-
ning/scheduling engine needs to interact.

1 Introduction
Effective computational support for scientific space
mission planning presents many opportunities for
research and application of automated planning
and scheduling. However, a careful analysis of the
domain suggests that some approaches are likely to
be more fruitful than others. In this paper we give
an overview of the science mission planning domain
with particular emphasis to planning and schedul-
ing issues. On the basis of this discussion, we point
out several requirements on practical solutions to
the computational problems in this domain. We
then discuss our progress to date in providing a so-
lution which satisfies these constraints.

In a scientific space mission, a spacecraft carries
one or more instruments in order to gather data
which is not as accessible from Earth. Mission oper-
ations have traditionally accounted for a large part
(40% on average) of the cost of a mission. Examples
of such activities are science planning, command
up-link (i.e., the generation and communication to
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the spacecraft of "correct" command sequences),
and the monitoring of spacecraft operations. Tradi-
tionally, operations teams vary in number depend-
ing on the mission, but range from tens of people for
a small astrophysical observatory (e.g., EUVE) 
several hundreds in the case of larger missions (e.g.,
Voyager, Hubble Space Telescope, and Cassini).

At present, the space program is exploring ways
to reduce the cost of its space missions. One avenue
to reduce costs is to use several small spacecraft in
order to achieve the goals achievable by a single
large spacecraft. This approach has the advantages
of reducing the complexity of spacecraft operations
and reducing spacecraft development costs through
the reuse of standardized hardware components.
However, when the cost of software development
is taken into account, this approach will not nec-
essarily be effective. The structure and scientific
tasks of these smaller spacecraft are likely to vary
greatly from one mission to another. Without soft-
ware reuse and cross-fertilization across missions,
mission support systems will be developed sepa-
rately, as has been the case with previous missions.
If this approach is followed in the future, we will
encounter an even bigger operations problem than
at present.

In this paper we argue that AI planning and
scheduling can provide the basis for a more sys-
tematic and cost-effective approach to the devel-
opment of automatic and mixed initiative mission
operations systems, in particular for science plan-
ning. To be successful, however, we cannot ap-
proach the problem by providing a turn-key, totally
automatic system that is not integrated into the
current, mostly manual scheduling process. A pro-
posed framework may not be useful (and therefore
not be used) if it tries to duplicate functionalities
already provided, if its problem solving and rep-
resentation paradigm does not easily accommodate
the information typically used by human operators,
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or if it does not enable a mixed-initiative problem
solving process between human and computer.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the organizational process of
building a science schedule and its computational
challenges. Section 3 provides a set of necessary
features for a planning and scheduling tool to be
practical in supporting this process. Section 4 elab-
orates on desiderata for one particularly important
requirement, that of an appropriate language in
which to model spacecraft components and scien-
tific objectives. This discussion is grounded in our
modeling language, HSTS-DDL, for use with the
HSTS integrated planning and scheduling system
(Muscettola 1994a). Section 5 then discusses the
integration of external knowledge within our mod-
eling language and scheduling tool.

2 Science Schedule Construction
A fully automated science mission planner would
take as input a prioritized set of basic science goals
and constraints (such as "observe the impact of
comet x on planet y" and "never point the instru-
ment at the sun"), and would produce as output 
detailed list of primitive spacecraft instructions (a
sequence). The execution of a sequence would lead
to the achievement of the science goals subject to
the constraints. Sequence quality can be measured
in terms of the number and importance of the sci-
ence goals achieved, in terms of the efficiency of
use of available resources, and in terms of the ef-
fort needed to validate that the sequence satisfies
its constraints.

There is an important tradeoff in sequence gen-
eration between sequence optimality and tractabil-
ity. Micro-optimized sequences (i.e., sequences
optimized at the level of individual spacecraft-
instructions) may achieve more science goals, but
generating such optimized sequences can be very
expensive. This is in fact the traditional approach
which has been used, for example, in the Voyager
missions. Voyager was a fly-by mission in which
each period of a few months of intense active ob-
servation was separated by years of relative inac-
tivity. During the Neptune encounter, for exam-
ple, about 1000 observations were executed over a
period of about 5 months. In order to integrate
observation requests from about 50 scientists into
a sequence, a team of approximately 50 support
schedulers worked full-time for a period of 4 years
in advance of the encounter. The problem was an
order of magnitude larger for each of the encounters
with the closer planets of Jupiter and Saturn. Voy-
ager had 11 science instruments that could operate
in parallel. Each support scheduler approached the

sequencing of each observation request on each in-
strument as a micro-optimization problem, and fur-
ther optimization was then achieved by optimizing
combinations of observation-specific sequences.1

This extremely labor-intensive approach to se-
quencing is no longer viable. This is due in part to
limitations on available budgets and in part to the
dramatically higher complexity of future missions.
In the Cassini mission, for example, the spacecraft
has 12 instruments, a number comparable to that
of Voyager. However, the goal of this mission is to
make intense observations continuously while the
spacecraft orbits Saturn for at least 4 years. Over
this period, scientists expect to make at least 50,000
observations. While the amount of science to be
performed will increase by almost two orders of
magnitude, budget limitations are likely to reduce
the number of support schedulers by an order of
magnitude, leaving scientists responsible for most
of their own sequencing.

In addition to higher complexity due to increased
science and reduced personnel, Cassini is also more
complex than previous missions because of the on-
going re-planning necessitated by Cassini’s contin-
uous observations. Experience has shown that pe-
riods of intense observation give rise to the highest
workload and stress levels for scientists and sched-
ulers. This is because new information becomes
available which was not present at the time the ini-
tial schedule was constructed. In such cases, re-
planning may be necessary either to avert a po-
tential failure of existing goals (as when a space-
craft drifts too much from its original course) or to
take advantage of unanticipated science opportuni-
ties (such as the discovery of rings around Neptune,
which happened after the main scheduling was done
for the Voyager Neptune encounter). Whereas pre-
vious missions were characterized by short periods
of intense observations and, hence, limited peri-
ods of re-planning (when the spacecraft was near
a planet), intense observations for Cassini will be
the characteristic mode of operation during its four-
year mission. Throughout all of this period, scien-
tists will be subject to continuous stress caused by
the need for re-planning.

In summary, while previous missions had large
staffs, smaller science objectives, and shorter peri-
ods of high-pressure re-planning, the Cassini mis-
sion will have a greatly reduced staff, greatly in-
creased science objectives, and a four-year sus-
tained period of high-pressure re-planning. While

lit should be noted that Voyager schedulers did eval-
uate the use of AI planning tools for this problem (Vere
1983). These tools were abandoned because of poor
search performance.
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scheduling each Voyager encounter could be seen as
four years of relative calm followed by three weeks
of panic, scheduling Cassini is likely to be four years
of total panic.

Given the increased complexity and reduced
manpower available for the mission, Cassini sci-
entists have abandoned the micro-optimization ap-
proach used in Voyager and have adopted an orga-
nizational model for science scheduling that empha-
sizes reuse of a small set of standardized sequence
components. In the approach currently envisioned,
a set of scientists and engineers will first develop
a small set of programs composed out of primitive
spacecraft and instrument instructions, which are
intended to achieve certain common subgoals. Sci-
entists and engineers refer to these programs as
modules. For example,2 one module might lock
the spacecraft onto a target once the instrument
is pointing in the vicinity of the target; another
module might turn on the tape recorder; another
module might dump the contents of a specified tape
recorder and send the results back to earth; and yet
another module might move the spacecraft’s field
of view from one location to another, an operation
called slewing. It is important to note that the
modules themselves are not necessarily fixed action
sequences, but may be conditional and parameter-
ized networks of commands. This means that sub-
stantial work may be invested to verify that calling
a particular module with a given set of parameter
bindings in a particular spacecraft state will have
its intended consequences. Of course, as their name
suggests, the modules are designed to be modular
and, thus, relatively insensitive to external condi-
tions.

Once a set of modules has been defined, the iter-
ative process of distributed scheduling commences.
During each iteration, scientists formulate their sci-
ence requests (the tasks they want accomplished)
in terms of the modules they would like performed.
A particular request may bind all of the param-
eters of each module, or may bind some parame-
ters and place constraints on other parameters. For
example, the particular time at which the module
is executed may not matter so long as that time
corresponds to night at the receiving earth station
or so long as a particular planet is visible to the
instrument at that time. Similarly, the requester

ZThe specifics of the Cassini modules are still un-
der development by scientists. Hence, the examples of
modules and spacecraft constraints provided in this pa-
per should be taken only as a didactic interpretation
by the authors. Actual modules may refer to a consid-
erably lower level of detail than our present examples
suggest.

may only care that some tape recorder is used to
store information, in which case she would specify
the record-instrument module without binding
its tape-recorder parameter.

Given a set of module requests and a history of
the outcomes of the previous iterations, the task
of the schedule coordinator is to produce a sched-
ule for the next iteration which satisfies a set of
generally informal criteria. This involves charac-
terizing the various requests in terms of their pri-
ority and flexibility, adding highly constrained or
constraining tasks which have high priority to the
schedule, and asking users to negotiate on requests
which may be difficult to achieve as stated. A par-
ticularly difficult computational task in this pro-
cess is that of schedule refinement, or converting
the partially constrained modules requested by sci-
entists into a more detailed schedule which satisfies
the constraints on these requests. This refinement
takes place by the following two types of operations:

¯ constrain some parameters in existing modules.
These constraints may be local to the module
(e.g., constraining the absolute start time of the
module) or may be relative to other modules
(e.g., constraining one module to start after an-
other has finished).

¯ add new modules to satisfy the preconditions of
existing modules. These added modules essen-
tially "glue" different modules together. An ex-
ample is to add a slewing module between two
observation modules. Like the original modules,
these added modules need not bind all parame-
ters.

This computational problem is similar in na-
ture to problems treated by standard planning and
scheduling algorithms, but with some important
differences. We believe that this problem is most
accurately characterized as planning in service of
scheduling, in which both planning and scheduling
are necessary but in which the major computational
difficulty lies in scheduling.

In traditional precondition-achievement plan-
ning, the planner is presented with a set of con-
ditions to achieve, and the task is to find a set of
actions to achieve these conditions. In the present
context, human scientists do the high-level plan-
ning to convert goals into modules, and the task
of the program is to refine those modules and add
new ones to ensure that the overall schedule is
operational. In this framework, the precondition-
achievement left to the algorithm (to achieve con-
ditions on modules already requested) is a very sim-
ple problem, since there are only a small number of
ways in which different modules can be combined.
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As discussed above, a common form of constraint
or binding on a module’s parameters will be to con-
strain relative and absolute times of actions. While
this is a key aspect of scheduling problems, this
problem also necessitates extensions to traditional
scheduling. In particular, most scheduling algo-
rithms take as input a set of actions and constraints
about the interactions between these actions, and
attempt to assign (possibly relative) times to those
actions so that the constraints are satisfied. In the
current problem, in addition to time of actions, the
problem-solver can also alter parameters associated
with actions which may take on continuous values
and affect state. Another difference is that tra-
ditional schedulers do not generate actions, as is
necessary in the current problem.

3 Supporting mission operations

It is difficult to find AI planning or scheduling tools
actually used for space science planning. One rea-
son might be that the combinatorics of the task
are too difficult to be solved using current AI tech-
nology. However, interviews with human planners
and schedulers suggest an alternative reason for AI
techniques not being used in practice.

Traditional AI approaches have focused on com-
putationaily difficult aspects of problem solving
(e.g., producing a schedule satisfying a set of con-
straints), but have failed to automate or sup-
port much of the spectrum of practical but impor-
tant functions performed by real human schedulers.
This section outlines the actual process of schedul-
ing used in mission operations, with emphasis on
the types of support needed from AI planning and
scheduling tools, beyond combinatorial problem-
solving.

Scheduling in practice involves making complex
tradeoffs among often conflicting requirements of
different machines and individuals. Human sched-
ulers spend much of their time explaining why they
made their decisions, and negotiating compromises
when several tasks cannot all be achieved at once.
For example, a scheduler might inform a scientist
who requested an observation over a certain time
period that her request might cause an instrument
to be damaged, or ask her to shorten the requested
time period to accommodate an important obser-
vation by another scientist.

Once a workable and agreeable initial schedule
is produced, it is distributed to the individuals in-
volved in the mission, who then use the schedule
as a basis for their own subsequent planning. From
this point, the human scheduler’s task is to han-
dle new considerations as they arise. The ability to
make incremental and localized modifications to the

existing schedule is crucial. The knowledge that the
schedule will be broadly correct enables individuals
to use an intermediate schedule as a basis for plan-
ning. Non-local changes impact the whole organiza-
tion, and their cost increases the longer the sched-
ule has been out. Local repair techniques (Minton
et al. 1992; Zweben et al. 1993) may provide 
useful basis for low-cost modifications to schedules.
Structural domain decomposition provided by lo-
calized search techniques (Lansky 1994), may also
produce local modifications during re-planning.

This process of iterative scheduling and refine-
ment continues until final commitments are made,
which are then translated into detailed command
sequences. Much effort is spent in this translation
process, and in verifying that the sequences are safe
and satisfy the science schedule.

Even once the sequences are then up-linked to
the spacecraft, the job of human schedulers contin-
ues in the case of error recovery - the case where
things did not all go as planned. Here again, it
is important to be able to explain what was sup-
posed to be happening and to make hopefully small
modifications to the schedule in light of the new
circumstances. This functional requirement may
overlap that discussed earlier with respect to itera-
tive scheduling, but in this context there is a much
higher emphasis on real-time recovery.

In all of these scheduling functions, robustness
and flexibility are desirable properties of a sched-
ule. Inflexible schedules increase the chance that
incorporating new considerations will require global
changes and increase the likelihood that uncer-
tainty in execution will result in failure (Drum-
mond, Bresina, & Swanson 1994; Muscettola
1994b; Hanks & McDermott 1994).

The process described in the previous section and
the desiderata illustrated in this section raise strong
requirements on three aspects of any automated so-
lution:

¯ language: A domain-representation language
must facilitate the representation of complex, pa-
rameterized constraints. These constraints may
be based on the function and structure of space-
craft components, which suggests that the lan-
guage will have to provide sophisticated modeling
tools and enable domain models to be developed
at multiple levels of abstraction.

¯ algorithm: A planning/scheduling algorithm
must be able to operate on constraints and mod-
els expressed in such a language. It must also
integrate features of planning systems (such as
action generation, task reduction, and parameter
binding) with features of scheduling algorithms
(such as task ordering, metric and resource con-
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straints). In addition, the algorithm must be it-
erative, interactive and incremental, so that its
output at each stage of schedule refinement can
be used as a basis for the human actions which
are taken concurrently with the scheduling pro-
cess.

* external knowledge: Lastly, both the language
and algorithm must enable the user to make use
of extensive knowledge stored in other software
packages, as it will in practice be impossible to
replicate this knowledge. As a simple example,
the system must be able to figure out where Pluto
will be at any given time in order to interpret the
constraint "instrument pointing at Pluto."

We are currently extending the HSTS system to
apply it to this domain. The HSTS scheduler em-
bodies a design philosophy which integrates plan-
ning and scheduling, and it uses a representation
language (HSTS-DDL) which facilitates the devel-
opment of parameterized domain models, modu-
lar structure via an object-oriented representation
scheme, and constraint representation at multiple
levels of abstraction. In the next section, we dis-
cuss this representation language in more detail.

4 Modeling space mission domains
Accurate models of the spacecraft are essential for
the generation and verification of a detailed se-
quence over an extended time horizon (potentially
covering the entire mission duration). A less model-
intensive and more reactive planning/execution ap-
proach is not feasible since the current generation of
spacecraft has a very limited amount of autonomy
to react to and recover from anomalous situations.
We are building detailed spacecraft domain mod-
els for science mission planning by using and ex-
tending the HSTS planning and scheduling frame-
work (Muscettola 1994a). The Domain Description
Language of HSTS (HSTS-DDL) has many features
that we believe to be fundamental for the success
of an automated planning tool in this domain.

HSTS-DDL follows an object-oriented approach
to domain specification. The model of a system
is built by assembling models of subsystems. The
state of each subsystem can be described by the
values assumed by a few state variables over contin-
uous time. This domain structuring technique, also
employed by Lansky (1988), enables clearer index-
ing of the instantaneous state of the system when
compared to the relatively unstructured state de-
scriptions used in classical approaches to AI plan-
ning.

As an example of state variable declarations, a
spacecraft behavior can be described by giving the

direction where the spacecraft is pointing and the
state of each of its instruments. In HSTS-DDL this
can be expressed by the following class declarations.

(Define_Object_Class Spacecraft
:state_variables
((Controllable Pointing_Status)))

(Define_Object_Class Instrument
:state_variables
((Controllable Op..State)))

Instances of these classes can be created to describe
different spacecraft (e.g., Cassini) and different in-
struments on a spacecraft (e.g., VIMS and UVIS on
Cassini). An HSTS-DDL model is therefore highly
modular. Models of increasing complexity can be
developed by reusing and assembling smaller mod-
els. Likewise, planning/scheduling heuristics can
be indexed with respect to the subsystem to which
they are relevant. This facilitates both scaling and
reuse.

As the previous example shows, state variables
(Pointing_Status and 0p_State) have an associ-
ated type (Controllable) which determines the
way they will be implemented. State variables
whose value can be altered by a planner/scheduler
are Controllable. Their implementation allows
the full range of constraint posting and propaga-
tion provided by the HSTS temporal data base.
Time-lines of fixed events (e.g., when a certain star
rises and sets for an earth-orbiting observatory)
cannot be manipulated by a planner/scheduler.
HSTS provides a reduced (and more efficient) im-
plementation when such a state variable is declared
Uncontrollable.

Beyond what is illustrated in the above example,
strong data typing is pervasive to an HSTS-DDL
model. Besides enabling increased efficiency in the
implementation (an important factor for a large,
practical planner/scheduler), data typing facilitates
the construction of large models. A standard
benefit of typed programming languages is that
many errors can be detected at compile time rather
than during problem solving. In HSTS-DDL type
checking is implemented by a back-end independent
translator that can translate models into data struc-
tures interpretable by a planning/scheduling sys-
tem. Currently, the HSTS-DDL translator creates
Lisp code compatible with the current version of
the HSTS temporal data base. A future version will
be geared toward a C++ implementation. Conceiv-
ably, back-end translations could be tailored for dif-
ferent planning/scheduling systems with semantics
comparable to HSTS-DDL.
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Each state variable’s value typically has a finite
duration. As mentioned in Section 2, the schedul-
ing aspect of the problem is central in this domain
and cannot be treated as subordinate to the plan-
ning aspect, as is often done in the AI planning
community. HSTS-DDL explicitly represents met-
ric time and finite capacity associated with model
entities. The value of a state variable evolves over
continuous time. State variables generalize schedul-
ing resources by combining capacity with state in-
formation.

Another powerful programming technique HSTS-
DDL supports is constraint-based representation.
Models can express interval temporal constraints
among state variable values and relations between
specific parameters of state variable values, i.e., ar-
guments of the predicates that represent these val-
ues. Ideally, constraints should always be expressed
declaratively, so as not to force a specific model of
problem solving (e.g., temporal projection, back-
ward chaining). In practice, it is often difficult to
develop a model without already having in mind a
problem solving method to use. HSTS-DDL allows
the expression of constraints as functions return-
ing specific predicate argument values once values
of other temporally related predicates are known.
Such functional attachments introduce a definite
order in which a planner/scheduler should try to
satisfy the model constraints.

To give an example of a complete pattern of tem-
poral constraints, we list below an HSTS-DDL frag-
ment from our current Cassini model. This com-
patibility rule describes a constraint imposed on
the state variable (SSR operating_status), which
corresponds to the operating state of Cassini’s in-
ternal tape recorder. The constraint expresses the
conditions under which the tape recorder’s state
can assume a value (read_out) corresponding 
reading out data from the detector (for example,
the camera) of some instrument. Important param-
eters of this read-out state of the tape-recorder are
the length of the current exposure, the type of the
detector being recorded, and the amount of data
already stored on the tape recorder.

The constraint is broken up into three condi-
tions. The argument of the second constraint in-
volving stored_capacity, which corresponds to
the final amount of data stored on the tape recorder
after this record event, is computed by execut-
ing the given Lisp code fragment once the val-
ues of the variables are known. This can hap-
pen only if temporal projection is used to deter-
mine the temporal evolution of the state variable
(SSR operating_status), because the Lisp addi-
tion function is not invertible.

(Define_Compatibility
;; Constrained token
((SSR operating_status)
(read_out (?detector ?exp_length ?existing_data)))

:compatibility_spec
;; Constraints on the token
(AND
;; (1) Predecessor value on state variable
(met_by
((SSR operating_status)
(stored_capacity (?existing_data))))

;; (2) Successor value on state variable
(meets
((SSR operating_status)
(stored_capacity (Lisp (+ ?existing_data

(compute_data_production
?detector ?exp_length))))))

;; (3) Parallel condition on state of another variable
(contained_by [0 _plus_infinity_] [0 0]
((?detector data_status)
(data.stored (?detector))))))

The (potentially dangerous) functional attachment
mechanism is aimed at achieving a practical bal-
ance between versatility of the model and support
to prototype development. A quickly developed
but more restricted system can give useful empir-
ical feedback. Such feedback can be incorporated
into a more general and flexible model at a later
stage.

5 Integrating with the User’s
Environment

External tools and knowledge sources are routinely
used by human schedulers when building space-
craft science plans and sequences. If such tools and
knowledge are not integrated within an AI planner
or scheduler, it is unlikely that the tool will be used
in practice.

As shown in Section 4, HSTS allows the expres-
sion of functional attachments; this is the natu-
ral place where external software can be integrated
within the model. Our scheduler can make use of
extensive external subroutines for different kinds of
reasoning. A prime example is JPL’s NAIF toolkit,
an extensive FORTRAN library of geometric sub-
routines used for planetary calculations. The rou-
tines enable scientists to determine, for example,
how long light will take to travel from a source to
an instrument, or whether a given planet will be
visible to the spacecraft at a specific point in its
mission. To facilitate the use of these routines, we
use AMPHION (Lowry et al. 1994), an automatic
programming tool which compiles graphical, high-
level, declarative specifications into a sequence of
NAIF subroutine calls.
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A second integration issue involves graphical user
interfaces. We are exploring ways in which HSTS
could work with a variety of available user inter-
faces, rather than requiring a new interface to be
developed for each scheduler or mission. This leads
to the need to consider the functionalities common
to the planning or scheduling task itself, and has
prompted us to work toward an interlingua through
which schedulers and generic scheduling interfaces
can communicate without knowing the details of
the other program. This work is based around
the generic scheduling interface being developed by
HRI (Hansson & Mayer 1994).

The overall goal of this integration effort is to
provide a scheduling tool which is embedded in
the user’s environment and which makes use of the
knowledge already there, provides a common look
and feel across tasks, and is customizable to the
needs of the user. This type of integration will be
necessary for any planning or scheduling tool to be
used in the real world.

6 Conclusion

This paper has described our experience to date in
developing a planner/scheduler, HSTS, to support
scientific space missions. Space mission planning is
a good example of a practical problem with impor-
tant repercussions on the cost and, therefore, the
feasibility of future space exploration.

As a real-world application, space mission plan-
ning poses several challenges to conventional AI
planning and scheduling research. Key among
these are supporting the entire process of schedul-
ing rather than just a portion of it and develop-
ing powerful modeling languages that can deal with
large models and diverse sources of information.

With respect to supporting the entire process,
real-world systems will need to support explana-
tion, negotiation, iterative localized refinement,
and error recovery.

With respect to modeling and integration, our
approach provides a modular, object-oriented rep-
resentation which incorporates continuous metric
time, various types of resources, and functional con-
straints. Moreover, the framework facilitates the
integration of existing software packages providing
external knowledge.
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